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This is the January 2012 issue of the DragonTale, a 

publication of The Barony of Selviergard of the 

Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). 

The DragonTale is available from Travis Abe-Thomas, 

PO Box 2254, Palmer, AK  99645. It is not a corporate 

publication of SCA, Inc., and does not delineate SCA, 

Inc. policies.  

Copyright © 2011 Society for Creative Anachronism, 

Inc. 

For information on reprinting photographs, articles, 

or artwork from this publication, please contact the 

Chronicler by e-mail to chronicler@selviergard.info  

who will assist you in contacting the original creator 

of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our 

contributors. 

Published monthly in electronic format, hard copies 

available by request. 

FROM THE BARON…FROM THE BARON…FROM THE BARON…FROM THE BARON… 

Unto the Populace of the Barony 

of Selviergard I send Greetings, 

 

My military duties are almost at 

an end.  I foresee that my 

services of these many years will 

formally conclude later this year; 

and that I will be back home by 

Yule.  It will be good when my 

part of the War comes to an end 

and younger men and women 

step up to face their new 

challenges.  This desert in challenges.  This desert in which I now serve took many months in 

travel to reach.  The logistics of the trip alone were taxing and 

complicated.  I am very appreciative of the assistance I had in 

reaching my destination.   

 

Since arriving I have definitely learned that the climate is much 

warmer, no, hotter than my homelands of Oertha and notable 

Selviergard.  I have missed the snows of winter and need climb 

nearby mountains for any ice or snow.  However, I hope the 

weather does not show its full potential until my journey lands me 

at my Keep’s doorsteps next fall.   

 

The weather aside, I have had to battle continued knee problems 

and never ending military inspections.  Those inspections that 

always loom around every corner of time are always taxing.  The 

one I just had was handled well by the troops under my command 

but one unit near mine did not fare as well and we will need to be 

re-inspected in a few months time.  That alone would not be bad 

except for the other inspection between then and now.   

 

Each of you is familiar with one form of inspection or 

another….there is always a ruling body of some sort above us, 

whether we farm the fields or run a shoppe.  To this, I wish each of 

you success in your inspections and will bore you no more with 

mine.   

 

Before I end this letter, I wish to remind you to send me your wish 

lists for items I should bring with me on my return in your behalf.  

Take care and live well. 

 

Fathir Von Trier, Baron of Selviergard 

 

3for1the1fun1of1it3 

3for1the1fun1of1it3 
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WINTER CORONETWINTER CORONETWINTER CORONETWINTER CORONET    

January 21-22, 2012 

 

Their Highnesses Varyag and Trava, Prince and 

Princess of Oertha, cordially invite all to come bear 

witness to the tournament that will temper the 

sword that will become Their Successors to the 

Coronets of Oertha! 

Their Highness call all those who wish to put 

themselves forward to display their honor and that 

of their consorts and to assemble and choose a 

victor by right of arms! Those that would vie for the 

Coronet of Oertha need to prepare themselves for a 

double elimination tourney of Schlagen rounds. On 

this field of victory, be it now known that all fighters 

should come ready to test their skill with one 

another either under Odin’s sky or alternately in the 

Hall itself. His Highness has made the request that all 

warriors be now prepared to fight with the off-hand 

if a good and true blow be landed to one’s sword 

arm, and that daggers appropriate to the West 

Kingdom Heavy Fighting conventions be worn on the 

Eirik. 

 

Site opens at 9 am each day and will close at 11 pm 

on Saturday, January 21, 2012 and at 6 pm on 

Sunday, January 22, 2012. 

A continental breakfast will be offered each 

morning, as well as plenty of hot beverages to ward 

of the Oerthan chill. A light lunch of soup and breads 

will be available throughout the afternoons. THERE 

IS NO FEAST PROVIDED! There are many wonderful 

food purveyors located in the vicinity. This 

information will be on hand at site as well as posted 

to the various email groups. 

Contests: Princes Whim – Mjolnir (Thor’s Hammer) 

in any mode. Princesses Whim – Viking Treasure 

Necklaces. A&S Competition – Heraldic Display in 

any mode. Entries must be either a new item or one 

that has never been entered in any competition 

before. Documentation showing period examples  
 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4… 

FROM THE BARONFROM THE BARONFROM THE BARONFROM THE BARONESSESSESSESS………… 

Words from Baroness  

E’ta’in O’Rowarke 

The winter months are 

soon starting to wane, 

even though the days 

are still dark and cold, 

the sun lingers longer 

and longer each day in 

the gray sky. The snow 

still falls upon our still falls upon our lands with its pristine white 

beauty.  Winter coronet looms just around the 

corner, beckoning those who fight in the marshal 

combat of the armoured fighter to earn the right be 

Oertha’s next heir.   As we celebrate the closing 

chapter in the Reign of Varyag and Trava, Prince and 

Princess of Oertha.  Let us come in our best, to show 

case who we are and let all those we meet how 

great the people of the  lands of Selviergard are. 

I would also ask that we keep our conversations at 

events pertaining to who we are in the Middle Ages, 

not the modern form of ourselves.  Let us hide those 

modern items that would get one accused of 

witchcraft and devilry in the days of old.  Let us be 

people of the Middle Ages, not a modern person 

acting like someone from the Middle Ages. 

E'ta'in O'Rowarke, Baroness of Selviergard 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Greetings! 

 

There were 55 folk who braved the wind and rain for 

a day filled with much merriment and warmth as we 

gathered to celebrate the beginning of the Yule 

season in Selviergard. Thank you to Their Majesties 

Rolf and Aurora who made the long trip up with 

Colin Their Guard and our dear friend Duchess Eilis. 

It is always a pleasure to be in Your Presence. Thank 

you also Prince Varyag and Princess Trava, you 

graced our Hall with beauty and cheer! And although 

the Baron couldn't join us, he was there in spirit with 

his Baroness. 

The contests were many and prizes were awarded to 

Mistress Caitronia for her delicious gingerbread, 

Brice for the children's ornament, Lady Adelicia for 

the adult ornament. Thomas "Two Bears" rounded 

out the evening with his story telling and his most 

interpretive dance of the Twelve Days of Christmas, 

which had the entire Hall rollicking with laughter! 

Well done and huzzah. People will be speaking of his 

performance for years to come! 

 

Because of the high winds The Heavy Tourney took 

place indoors in the midst of the Hall and was 

therefore enjoyed by all in warmth and comfort. Sir 

Cyrus won the day, besting Sir Georg in the final 

round two out of three. Sir Cyrus won an very nice 

axe which was donated by Arrow Leather. Beorn was 

the winner of the Rapier Tourney and received his 

award from Baroness Etain's hand. 
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At evening Court Their Majesties Rolf and Aurora 

elevated Mistress Margery Garrett to the Order of 

the Laurel and Bianca Rose Byrnes was welcomed to 

the Order of the Pelican. Congratulations dear 

Ladies! 

 

 

I would especially like to thank all my helpers 

without whom the day could not have happened; 

There were many, many hands at work breaking 

down and cleaning the Hall and I say a special thank 

you from a tired and weary autocrat. 

Grins, 

Heleyne 

Heleyne's full missive can be found on the 

newsletter's website at dragontale.selviergard.info 

SELVIERGARD YULE EVENT REPORTSELVIERGARD YULE EVENT REPORTSELVIERGARD YULE EVENT REPORTSELVIERGARD YULE EVENT REPORT 



CALENDAR CALENDAR CALENDAR CALENDAR     

OF EVENTSOF EVENTSOF EVENTSOF EVENTS    

_______________________ 

 

Winter Coronet 

January 20-22 

Principality of Oertha 

_______________________ 

 

Valentine's Day Massacre 

February 18-19 

Barony of Winter's Gate 

_______________________ 

 
Autocrats, please notify both 

Webministers and Chroniclers 

of your event dates! 
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WINTER CORONET (continued) 

will garner extra points. Autocrats Whim – Bread you 

would serve to a High Table, extra points given for 

documentation. Please provide sufficient bread to 

be served as part of lunch on Saturday. 

 

An A&S display table will be open to all artisans 

wishing to display their projects. Projects do not 

need to be finished. There will also be a page school 

class scheduled during the weekend. The topics will 

include basic information on the Page School and go 

over the Officer’s Book and Royalty Book. 

 

The site is located at the Palmer Railroad Depot (610 

South Valley Way) in beautiful downtown Palmer, 

Alaska. Directions: Take your best route to Palmer, 

AK. From South Glenn Hwy turn right onto 

Evergreen. Go 2 ½ blocks. The Depot is across from 

the flashing light. From Palmer/Wasilla Hwy, go 

straight across the Glenn Hwy to Evergreen, 

continue as before. Directional signs will be posted. 

 

Site Fee: Adult members - $20.00, Children 7-13 

$5.00, under 7 – free. $5.00 NMS. Family Cap 

$50.00. Make checks payable to SCA Inc. – Oertha. 

Site is discretely wet. Unscented candles are 

permitted. 

 

Autocrat: Katarzina Porajski (Elaine Presler) 

A Note for all Autocrats… 

Please make sure to send a copy of your event 

information to your local web minister and the 

Principality web minister to ensure that your event 

is properly advertised on the websites.  These 

courtesy copies; in addition to sending them to the 

various chroniclers, should be in addition to 

postings on the various e-mail group lists. 

Autocrats are encouraged to post upcoming event 

information on the Baronial Facebook page as well.  

If you need help, please contact the Chronicler. 

Editor 



THE CHARTER OF THE CHARTER OF THE CHARTER OF THE CHARTER OF THE BARONY OF THE BARONY OF THE BARONY OF THE BARONY OF SELVIERGARDSELVIERGARDSELVIERGARDSELVIERGARD 
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their investiture, they are confirmed as the Baron or 

Baroness by the Crown. Founding Barons and 

Baronesses may be styled as "Founding Baron/ess 

Selviergard." 

 

The term of the territorial Baron and/or Baroness 

shall be no longer than three (3) consecutive years. 

Barons and Baronesses may serve consecutive terms 

with the acclaim of the populace. 

 

The poll of confidence from the populace will be 

conducted by the Kingdom Seneschal's office, in the 

same manner as a polling for a new Baronial 

Coronet, except that only the incumbent's name(s) 

will appear on the polling form. If the Crown feels 

that support for the incumbent is insufficient, the 

Crown will instruct the Baronial Seneschal to begin 

the polling process for a replacement. 

 

All Territorial Barons and Baronesses serve at the 

pleasure of the Crown. Any Territorial Baron or 

Baroness may be removed from office during their 

tenure by the Crown, after soliciting a written poll of 

confidence from the populace of the Barony. 

 

B. Selection and Polling for Territorial Barons and 

Baronesses 

The members of the populace of Selviergard will 

develop a list of candidates through nomination and 

acceptance, and deliver that list to the Baronial 

Seneschal. 

 

No polling will be conducted with less than two 

candidates, with the exception of polls of 

confidence, without express written permission of 

the Crown and Kingdom Seneschal. 

 

The Baronial Seneschal will mail a polling form to 

each Sustaining member of the populace. The non-

Sustaining members may send their written opinions 

to the Baronial Seneschal at their own discretion.  

 

The Baronial Seneschal shall keep a list of all 

members receiving the polling form, and forward it 

to the Kingdom Seneschal, so that the polling may be 

validated. 

 

The mailing date for each polling will be published in 

Being the desire of the Populace of the Incipient 

Barony of Selviergard to codify our traditions, our 

territorial boundaries, and the requirements of 

office, we do hereby ordain and establish this 

charter, subject to the approval of the Board of 

Directors, the Kingdom Seneschal of the West, and 

the pleasure of Their Majesties. 

 

I. The Populace 

The Populace of Selviergard shall be defined as those 

gentlefolk who participate in the activities of the 

Barony of Selveirgard. 

 

A Resident shall be a as a member of the Populace 

who holds a mailing address within the borders of 

the Barony of Selviergard. 

 

Every member of the Populace has the right to be 

treated with courtesy and respect. 

 

Any member of the Populace may bear the Populace 

Badge of the Barony of Selviergard, which was 

formerly the Device of the Canton of Inbhir na 

d'Abhann, on a shield, banner, garment, or other 

appropriate fashion. 

 

II. Territory 

The territory of the Barony of Selviergard shall be 

defined as those lands within the boundaries of the 

Mat-Su Borough and the Copper River delta. These 

lands are associated with the following postal zip 

codes: 

 

99567, 99576, 99574, 99577, 99588, 99645, 99646, 

99652, 99654, 99674, 99676, 99683, 99686, 99687, 

99688, 99694 

 

This list will be updated annually and sent to 

Kingdom with the year-end report. 

 

III. The Baronial Coronet 

The Baronial Coronet shall be defined as the 

territorial Baron and/or Baroness appointed by the 

Crown of the West. 

 

A. Territorial Baron and/or Baroness 

Territorial Barons and Baronesses are the 

representatives of the Crown in their Barony. Upon 
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the Barony's newsletter, The Scroll and Claid Mohr. 

[now known as the Dragon Tale] 

 

The completed polling forms and individual response 

shall be sent directly to the Kingdom Seneschal for 

recording and to protect the privacy of the individual 

respondents. 

 

Polling forms and individual responses must be 

signed in a legible fashion, containing both legal and 

society signatures when returned to the Kingdom 

Seneschal to ensure validation. Unsigned polling 

forms shall not be counted. 

 

C. Awards 

It shall be the responsibility of Territorial Barons 

and/or Baronesses to recognize those of the Barony 

of Selviergard who are deserving of Baronial Awards. 

The Baron and/or Baroness shall also recommend to 

the Crown and Coronet whose members of the 

Barony of Selviergard who are deserving of Kingdom 

or Principality recognition. 

 

D. Membership 

The Territorial Baron and/or Baroness of Selviergard 

must be paid members of the SCA for the duration of 

their tenure. 

 

E. Residence 

The Territorial Baron and/or Baroness of Selviergard 

must reside within the boundaries of Selviergard for 

the duration of their tenure. 

 

F. Roles and Duties of the Baron and Baroness 

The Baron/Baroness of Selviergard reign in the name 

of the Crown of the West, and in accordance with 

the Bylaws and Corpora of the Society for Creative 

Anachronism, Inc. They are the ceremonial 

figureheads of the Barony of Selviergard, and may, 

at their pleasure, reward members of the Populace 

with any of the Baronial Awards, select Baronial 

Champions and Notables. 

 

The duties of the Baron and/or Baroness of 

Selviergard shall be: 

 

1. The Baron and/or Baroness shall be in attendance 

at all Baronial Meetings. 

 

2. They may appoint Ambassadors or other 

ceremonial positions. 

 

3. They will make brief written reports to each new 

Crown and Coronet upon the occasion of the 

Coronation or Investiture, concerning the state of 

the Barony, and make those reports available to the 

Populace. 

 

4. They will make every reasonable attempt to 

attend Principality Coronet Tourney and Investitures, 

and swear fealty to the Coronets of Oertha. 

 

5. They may not hold any Greater Officer position 

within the Barony of Selviergard, but may hold 

deputy or Lesser Officer positions. 

 

6. They may not perform any duty at a Baronial 

Event that would hamper the performance of their 

duties as the Baronial Coronet of Selviergard. 

 

7. They must swear fealty to the Crown of the West 

on behalf of the Barony of Selviergard. 

 

8. They may not, as the Baronial Coronet, swear 

fealty to any other individual. 

 

9. They may form treaties and alliances with other 

local groups during times of war. 

 

IV. Meetings of the Populace of Selviergard 

The Seneschal of duly appointed representative shall 

convene a meeting of the Selviergard populace at 

least once each month. The purpose of this meeting 

is to conduct routine business, and to monitor the 

progress of key projects and activities. The site shall 

be determined in advance and published in the 

newsletter and on the baronial website and e-list. 

 

The Populace and other interested parties are 

welcome and encouraged to attend the business 

meetings. They may enter freely into all discussions  

of any manner brought before the meeting. Under 

no circumstances will the meeting be tape-recorded, 

however, notes will be taken and preserved for 

future reference. 

 

On matters requiring a vote, each officer, including 

the Baron and/or Baroness, shall have one vote. In 

cases where a member of the Populace holds more 

than one office, he or she will have only one vote. 

No person may have more than one vote. Officers 

unable to attend the meeting may send a written 



The Charter of the Barony of Selviergard is the founding document of our group and is a vital part of how the barony operates.  This document is open to all 

members of the populace to view and download, and as such, will be published once a year in the DragonTale Newsletter.  Additionally, the Charter can be 

found on the baronial website and the Selviergard e-list.   -Editor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

statement of their opinion to the Seneschal, prior to 

the meeting. No proxy votes will be taken for routine 

matters of business. 

 

Seneschal for any cantons or other groups under the 

protection of the Barony of Selviergard shall be 

considered voting officers. 

 

Informal pollings of opinion may be conducted as 

necessary, by the Seneschal, by use of the 

newsletter, the website, the e-list, or other 

appropriate means. 

 

It shall be the responsibility of the Seneschal and the 

other Baronial Officers to indicate if any business 

may be in violation of mundane law, Principality 

Law, Kingdom Law, or Corpora policy. These matters 

will be fully investigated and a report given, citing 

specific example and references, before the matter 

may proceed. 

 

If a polling or business matter is later discovered to 

be against mundane law, Principality Law, Kingdom 

Law or Corpora, it will be recalled immediately. 

V. Baronial Officers 

The Barony of Selviergard shall maintain a complete 

slate of Baronial Officers, as required by Corpora and 

Kingdom Law. 

 

The Baronial Officers are responsible to their 

Principality and Kingdom superiors for all functions 

of their office, as directed by Corpora, Kingdom Law 

and Principality Law. This includes obtaining and 

maintaining their Warrant of Office, and training, 

maintaining, and warranting suitable deputies. 

 

VI. Baronial Awards 

The Barony of Selviergard may, at its discretion, and 

with the blessing of the Crown of the West, devise 

awards for the recognition of the good works of the 

Populace. These awards may be given at the 

pleasure of the Baron and/or Baroness. 

 

All members of the Populace are encouraged to 

recommend to the Baronial Coronets those worthy 

individuals who are deserving of such recognition. 

Written recommendations that cite specific 

examples, or which document activities are most 

welcome. Petitions are also effective, as a 

coordinated effort to recognize those deserving of 

notice. 

 

As baronial Awards are devised and approved by the 

Crown and the College of Heralds, they shall be 

added to this Charter as Amendments by an 

affirming poll of the Populace. 

 

VII. Disbursal of Funds 

Baronial funds are disbursed according to the 

Procedures found in the Exchequer’s 

Manual and Kingdom Law. 

 

VIII. Grievance Policy 

All members of the barony of Selviergard are 

encouraged to settle their differences between 

themselves and any other member of the Populace 

in a chivalrous and responsible manner. 

 

The Grievance Procedure, as outlined in The 

Channels for Complaint and Appeal for the Kingdom 

of the West, is the preferred method of conflict 

resolution in the Barony of Selviergard. 

 

IX. Amending the Charter 

Any member of the Populace may, at any Baronial 

Meeting, propose amendments to this Charter. In 

accordance with polling procedures, the proposed 

amendment will be published in the Scroll and Claid 

Mohr (the Baronial newsletter), along with the date 

of the meeting at which the poll will be conducted. 

The amendment will be considered to have passed if 

a two-thirds majority of the Populace members 

present vote in its favor. The passed Amendment 

will then be forwarded on to the Kingdom Seneschal, 

and if approved by that Office and the Crown of the 

West, be printed in the next available issue of the 

Scroll and Claid Mohr. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 

IRISH SCHOOL OF IRISH SCHOOL OF IRISH SCHOOL OF IRISH SCHOOL OF ITALIAN ITALIAN ITALIAN ITALIAN 

FENCEFENCEFENCEFENCE 

By E’ta’in O’Rowarke,  

Journeyman of the Royal Guild of Defense 

Welcome to the Irish School of Italian Fence, a 

school dedicated to the teaching of Salvator Fabris.   

This is a fencing school looking at the studies of 

Fabris and other late Italian fencing masters.   Fabris 

was born in the fencing rich area of Northern Italy.  

He was born sometime around 1544.  From 1598 to 

1601 he taught for Duke Johann Frederik of 

Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp in Denmark.  In 1601 he 

became the primary instructor for King Christianus IV 

of Denmark and Norway.   In 1606 his manuscript Lo 

Schermo, overo Scienza d’Arme was published.   It is 

rumored that he did the choreographing for 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet in 1599.  He was knighted into 

the Order of the Seven Hearts.   He died November 

11, 1618 according to a death certificate found in 

the city archives of Padua. 

Fabris style has uses four guards that are defined by 

the position of the hand as opposed to the position 

of the sword.  He extends the body forward with the 

sword arm extended, giving the swordsman a long 

reach.  The head and body is shielded by the hilt of 

the sword and the offhand is held close to the face 

to act as an emergency protection for the head.  The 

torso and feet are positioned very far from the 

opponent’s sword.  To the casual observer, this 

stance can look awkward and strange, but it offers a 

very strong defense.   

This begins a series undertaking the teachings of 

Fabris, with occasional looks at the comparison with 

other Italian masters.  The series will start with the 

basics and evolve to more advance techniques.  

These lessons shall give the fencer an introduction to 

historical fencing and allow more experienced 

fencers to broaden their knowledge of fencing 

techniques. 

Source: Art of Dueling:Salvator Fabris’ rapier fencing treatise of 1606, 

Leoni, Tommasso, 2005 

A CHALLENGE FROM THE A CHALLENGE FROM THE A CHALLENGE FROM THE A CHALLENGE FROM THE 

BARONESS' CHAMPIONBARONESS' CHAMPIONBARONESS' CHAMPIONBARONESS' CHAMPION 

I, Beorn se Bacaire, would like to add a challenge to 

the Fighters--both the Chivalric and the Fencers--as 

both the Baroness's Champion to Her Excellency 

E'ta'in and as the Baronial A&S officer to enter an 

item you made yourself into either one of the 

Competitions at this forthcoming Coronet, or show 

your skills--either newfound or well known--off at 

the Display Table. I am hoping that as many of Our 

Fighters as possible will take me up on this 

Challenge, in order to show the Royalty and Peers of 

the Realm that the Fighters of this Barony are not 

just Deadly with a Blade, but are well rounded both 

On and Off the Field and can show your Prowess in 

many arenas. I look foward to seeing you all take up 

this Challenge of Mine, and hope that it opens new 

paths of Creativity as it did in mine. 

 

The Competitions are as Follows; Principality--

Heraldic Display in any Mode; Princes Whim--Thor's 

Hammers; Princesses Whim--Viking Treasure 

Necklaces (for those that missed it at Yule, Kurios 

Thomas "Twobears" has a handout on this subject--

I'm sure he would mail it to you if asked nicely); 

Autocrat's Whim--Bread You would Serve at High 

Table. Specifics can be found in the Event Copy, 

available here. 

 

Yours In Service,  

 

Lord Beorn se Bacaire, Baroness's Champion and 

Minister of the Arts and Science for the Barony of 

Selviergard 
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BEORN'S LOREM IPSUMBEORN'S LOREM IPSUMBEORN'S LOREM IPSUMBEORN'S LOREM IPSUM    

A collection of strange and wondrous links 

 

10th Century Irish-Norse Belt Pouch 

Class notes on a possible recreation of one of the belt 

pouches found in Wexford, Ireland 

 

Norse Accessories 

Notes from a class on Norse Accessories by Sunnifa 

Gunnarsdottir.  Includes photos of extant jewelry 

(including different forms of the art), woodworking, 

eating utensils, etc… 

 

English Embroidered Bookbindings 

An extensive look at embroidered bookbindings 

commonly used in England 

 

Ornament on the Edge: Types and Techniques of Edge 

Decoration on Medieval Books 

An article examining the mix of functional form and 

decorative ornamentation of medieval books 

 

A Medieval Fire-Breathing Dragon Automaton   

Documentation for a Dragon Automaton made by 

Antonia di Lorenzo 

 

A Treatise on the Astrolabe 

An article on the Astrolabe written by Geoffrey Chaucer, 

in approximately 1391 

 

The Arte of Medieval Faulconry as Practiced in a Modern 

World 

 Nine chapters of medieval falconry for the modern 

audience. By Eule von Haginbald 

 

Fur Lined Women’s Gown, 3rd Quarter 15th Century 

Documentation on the Decendant of the Houpplande 

circa 1471.   By Lady Mathilde Bourette 

 

The Orkney Hood: An Ancient Recycled Textile 

A museum replication of the Orkney Hood, from the wool 

up, using period techniques 

 

A Rare German Prosthetic Hand, circa 1580 

A thread discussing a couple of prosthetic hands, 

including that of Götz von Berlich.  If you scroll down, 

there is a period image of the internal workings of such a 

hand. 

WHY ARE BUSINESS WHY ARE BUSINESS WHY ARE BUSINESS WHY ARE BUSINESS 

MEETINGS IMPORTANT?MEETINGS IMPORTANT?MEETINGS IMPORTANT?MEETINGS IMPORTANT? 

By Katharina Merrick 

What is the purpose of a business meeting? Business 

meetings are conducted to gather and deliver new 

information and knowledge and to discuss crucial 

issues and team projects. Holding regular routine 

meetings helps to keep both the officers and the 

populace up to date on events and progress, it can 

also help to get final decisions and funds approved. 

Business meetings also allow the officers to get all 

the important information at the same time, and 

with the populace allowed to attend they are able to 

suggest new things, know what events are coming 

up and volunteer to help at events. 

Meetings also are a way for officers to do their 

monthly reports.  There are two parts of the 

organization the legal business side and the fun 

events and the legal business end needs to be dealt 

with in order for an event to happen.  There is a 

standard list of things that need to happen for 

events to be organized properly everything from the 

insurance, rental of the hall or venue, and collecting 

funds, and managing the accounting. If you do not 

have a routine business meeting something crucial 

can slip through the cracks, (an address for a 

notification of an event). 

Even though there can be some disputes within a 

meeting there is always a facilitator to help keep 

things moving along smoothly and by the end a 

positive solution to most issues are found.  Also if 

there are any miscommunications among group they 

can be addressed and sorted out. 

Business meetings are also important for the 

populace to be able to attend so that they can know 

what is going on in the group as well as for 

new…comers that may want to get more involved in 

the organization. They have to know about who to 

talk to, what is happening and where they can be… 

CONTINUED ON LAST PAGE… 



MEDIEVAL COOKINGMEDIEVAL COOKINGMEDIEVAL COOKINGMEDIEVAL COOKING    
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ACROSS 

1. add to 

3. animal 

4. Grete reysouns are 

modernly known as _____ 

6. An Anonymous ______ 

Cookbook 

7. pertaining to Lent 

11. Piper longum (2 Words) 

12. dishes were often balenced 

according to the theory of 

____ 

16. instructions to serve the 

food. (3 Words) 

18. ____ Sauce is usually 

made is pepper and 

toasted bread 

19. Strong Powder--medieval 

DOWN 

2. to Dress or cook 

3. White dish--made of 

chicken and rice, 

5. primarily used to color 

foods red 

8. An English cookbook 

from around 1390. (3 

Words) 

9. a dish made of cold, 

boiled, boned meat 

10. a roast beast--half pig, 

half chicken 

13. Day of no meat--fish 

was not considered 

meat. 

14. spiced wine 

15. fruit compote 
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20. a root, similar to ginger 

that is used for cooking 

22. a stew of assorted and 

varied ingredients 

27. extremely ornate dishes, 

such as peacock dressed in 

it's own skin 

30. hyssop 

31. Roman fermented fish 

sauce 

32. Green sauce is usually 

made with what herb? 

34. with lard 

36. the yeasty froth from malt 

liquor 

37. you knede bread 

17. grains of ______ 

21. a term used for spice 

23. parts of a carcass 

usually discarded 

24. instructions to "hew" 

mean to ____ the 

ingredient 

25. Cameline Sauce is 

made with 

26. Licoure should be 

spelled _____ 

28. a blue flowered herb 

modernly used in 

salads 

29. eysel often a wine or 

cider ______ 

33. common thickening 

agent for medieval 

sauces 

35. to blend or temper 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regnum 

 

Rolf and Aurora 

King and Queen of the West 

crown@westkingdom.org 

 

Varyag and Trava 

Prince and Princess of Oertha 

oerthancoronets@yahoo.com 

 

Fathir and E'ta'in 

Baron and Baroness of Selviergard 

baronage@selviergard.info 

 

BARONIAL OFFICERS 

Arts and Sciences 

Beorn se Bacaire 

arts@selviergard.info 

Chatelaine 

Rolynda of the Azure Stone 

chatelaine@selviergard.info 

 

Chronicler 

Thomas “Two-Bears” Sorngrym 

chronicler@selviergard.info 

Constable 

Adelicia of York 

constable@selviergard.info 

Exchequer 

Valentina de la Bere 

exchequer@selviergard.info 

Herald 

Alyssia of Cameo Keepe 

herald@selviergard.info 

Marshal 

Barak the Hunter 

marshal@selviergard.info 

Seneschal (ACTING) 

Heleyne of Avebury 

seneschal@selviergard.info 

BUSINESS MEETINGS (continued) 

…of assistance. If an individual would like to host an 

event that is not normally scheduled in the calendar 

year they also have to be able to attend a meeting to 

propose it to the group. 

All in all business meetings are an effective tool for 

any business, company, or organization to keep 

things in order and also to make sure that a group 

can flourish. If there is no regularly scheduled 

meeting then nothing can truly get addressed or 

accomplished properly. 
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WINTERS GATE WINTERS GATE WINTERS GATE WINTERS GATE 

VALENTINE'S DAY VALENTINE'S DAY VALENTINE'S DAY VALENTINE'S DAY 

MASSACREMASSACREMASSACREMASSACRE    

February 18-19, 2012 

 

The Winter’s Gate fighters have clamored for more 

training in the Chivalric Arts. Our Baroness and 

Knight Marshal, having heard them, have enlisted 

the good Graces Skeggi Nyewcombe and Taisiia of 

Ma Elring to appease fighters and non-fighters alike 

with classes and much fighting. Come and join us in 

two days of grand and glorious fun.  This is a DRY 

site. 

Site Information: University Park Building, 1000 

University Avenue, Fairbanks AK 99775. Site Open: 

Site opens at 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

Site Fee: There is no site fee, but donations to defray 

the travel costs will be accepted. Checks should be 

made to “SCA Inc – Barony of Winter’s Gate”  

Autocrat: Gwyneth Rhiannon of the Sea 


